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General Overview

The purpose of this project is to study and develop an android application called 'Future of Shop Furniture' with the use of Augmented Reality technology for design and decoration that will help customers visualize how furniture pieces will look and fit (to scale) in their homes and also can provide details of products to support customer decision. Moreover, Combine buying with entertainment.
Benefits:

Using augmented reality applications Businesses can:

- Entertain and amaze customers
- Engage and retain customers
- Be ahead of the competition

While customers can enjoy AR tools in such ways as:

- Find and try products remotely
- Explore brand new ways to shop
- Making more informed purchasing decisions
- Combine buying with entertainment
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Features

Includes two parts, one for administration and the other for user.
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For User

This App allow user to search for Furniture by its name or name of store, also can try any piece on his home to decide if good or not.
Demo of User
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For Administration / Business

The Businessman have two account in android and PC, so its allows to Add a Furniture by insert its name, specification and upload three different images from three directions.
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Conclusion

Finally, we hope this application will help any user to buy easily and more comfortable
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